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Statement Reporting

aquaglobal’s e2gen statement reporting modules enable an account to produce
updated balances at any time.
The solutions includes details of positions and holdings activity by means of electronic
confirmations and will also produce transaction and balance history both intra-day and
at the end of day.
The ability for an institution to automate its intra-day and end of day statements will allow
it to offer its counterparties and customer base a competitive edge in redistributing an
account balance to make the maximum return on its investments, as well as comply with
frequently changing cash and liquidity reporting regulations.

Balance Reporting

Balance Reporting is the foundation for your business to provide the appropriate
financial information to your counterparties and customers to enable them to perform
cash and liquidity management activities.

Increasingly this will involve the ability to provide the required information electronically
in a bespoke format via a bespoke interface. e2gen can provide details of an accounts
debit and credit activity by means of electronic confirmations as well as transaction and
balance history both intra-day and at the end of day. e2gen Balance Reporting (BR)
enables the automated production of customised details as well as industry standard
formats such as SWIFT.
Some of the key features include:

• SWIFT compliant standards
• Comprehensive Compliance & Audit
• Efficient Intraday reporting
• End of day statements
• Statements on demand processing
• Configurable event based reporting
• Configurable content
• Account validation
• Retransmit statements
• Bespoke formats supported
• Multi-currency, multi entity & multi branch
• Sophisticated exception processing and Notifications
• Configurable Message Release
• On line archive

Functionality

BR reports on both the current and forward available balances of accounts and can
produce “end of day” and “intraday” statements. These messages are capable of being
delivered in any format from SWIFT to emailed PDF’s.

Flexibility

The frequency of statements can be configured to an individual customer’s
requirements or even suppressed should no movements occur. Any text data extracted
from the back office systems that contains invalid characters is automatically translated
to the alternative that has been configured for that channel. This is especially important
for countries that have accented character sets that are not valid for messages in the
SWIFT network.
BR is typically configured to produce SWIFT MT920, MT940, MT941, MT942 and
MT950 type messages. The ability to configure duplicate statements to be sent to one
or more alternative destinations can also be configured for specific accounts.

On-line Addressing Database

BR can incorporate any industry standard addressing databases, such as SWIFTRef,
as well as proprietary client data that stores physical mail or e-mail addresses.

Investigations Processing

With a comprehensive search facility, users have the ability to immediately locate and
display any related messages within the system allowing them to proactively manage
any investigations as they occur.

Assisting Counterparties Liquidity
Management

The third wave of liquidity reform of the Basel Committee on Banking Supervision
(BCBS) requires banks to focus on the monitoring of intraday liquidity as well as the end
of day funding requirements. The e2gen Balance Reporting module allows a bank to
provide information to counterparties to assist them in achieving this obligation. MT900
(advice of debit), MT910 (advice of credit), MT942 (interim transaction report), MT940
(customer statements), and MT950 (statements) messages can be automatically
created for the bank to fulfil its obligations to assist liquidity management for the
counterparties that it provides correspondent services to.

BR gives an institution a number of
commercial advantages:
• Retaining existing relationships by assisting the liquidity management process
• Charging of fees for this service
• Attracting new business
• Organisations that cannot assist in the liquidity management process

Compliance, User Security and Audit

User profile and static data changes are managed under dual control. Users can be
allocated to or prevented from performing specific functions. Comprehensive audit logs
of all changes are available for the appropriate staff.

Benefits

Benefits of this feature include:

• Configurable compliance & audit control
• Secure user profile management
• Secure static data management
• User limits
• The matching different limits
• Un-matching
• Dual control (4 eyes)
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Additional Benefits
Other benefits include:

• Reduce manual effort
• Reduce risk
• Reduce processing costs
• Improve audit
• Improve compliance
• Improve accuracy
• Faster resolution of issues
• Scalable for increased demand
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